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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenon of overload in SPC 
systems cannot generally be counteracted 
by over dimensioning . at least not in an 
economical manner. As a result, a new 
discipline has arisen in recent years, 
devoted to investigating effective meth
ods of overload protection that are easy 
to implement. Depending on system archi
tecture, solutions often differ greatly. 

This paper describes two methods de
veloped for the EWSD system: STATOR, lo
cated in the coordination processor CP, 
controls any necessary peripheral re
strictions on the basis of current call 
rate and instantaneous CPU load . without 
itself being stressed by rejecting calls; 
TAIL makes the decision to accept or 
reject a call in the event of overload in 
a peripheral group processor GP on the 
basis of a predetermined CPU work load 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Nature of the Problem 

The load placed on switching proces
sors by current signaling procedures 
stems from the processing of calls that 
have been accepted a few seconds previ
ously . This "time shift" effect is ex 
plained by the fact that the greater part 
of the work load ("secondary tasks" such 
as digit reception, routing etc.) does 
not occur until several seconds after the 
call has been accepted whereas the pro 
cessing associated with acceptance 
("initial task") contributes very little 
to the work load (Fig. 1). 

The CPU load, and secondary effects 
resulting from it such as queues and 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the 
dispersion (in time) of work load 
associated with the processing of a 
call ("work load cluster") 

task waiting times, are therefore less 
suitable for use as indicators for a 
quick-acting regulation mechanism for the 
prevention of overload. As known from 
common feedback systems, the time shift 
between cause and response leads to unac
ceptable oscillation effects which can 
only be avoided by means of sufficiently 
high attenuation, i.e. slow counteractio~ 

Modern overload protection concepts, e.g. 
[1] ... [1] are therefore usually directly 
linked to the call arrival rate so as to 
ensure the rapid reponse of regulation 
procedures. 

Unfortunately the arrival rate only 
gives a rough idea of the expected actual 
load, because the work lo~d caused by a 
call varies according to the type of call 
and subscriber behavior etc. The actual 
work load per call is therefore also 
dependent on the instantaneous traffic 
and call mix which can vary from exchange 
to exchange and from on~ time to another. 
The reference value for a call rate indi
cator therefore has to be continually up
dated according to the observed load. 

Since however, changes in the traffic 
and call mix generally only occur slowly, 
a slow-acting loop can be used for the 

' updating, one that is sufficiently slow 
to avoid the oscillation effect mentioned 
earlier. 

1.2 Brief Characteristics of the 
Concepts STATOR *) and TAIL *) 

STATOR is a regulation system for 
protection against overload in central 
ized processors with relatively high call 
arrival rates (in EWSD, the coordination 
processor CP , Fig. 2). The function it 
performs derives from the concept that 
the centrally located regulation mecha 
nism is not involved in actual prevention 
(throttling, rejection) but shares in the 
task of controlling peripheral restric
tors that reduce the input to a given 
percentage in the event of overload; 
Advantage: both acknowlegement and man-
agement of non-accepted cails are dis
pensed with, i.e the CP is kept free of 
blind load. 

*) International patents applied for 
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Fi g . 2 Simplified schematic of EWSD 

The regulation system is based on two 
cooperating control loops. A fast "con
trol loop" controls the call restric
tions in the periphery on the basis of 
the call arrival rate; a slow acting 
"adjustment loop" updates the reference 
value (indicator) of the coritrol loop on 
the basis of the observed CPU load. 

In contrast to the relatively complex 
STATOR, TAIL is an elementary algorithm 
for ' limiting input. It is a particular 
advantage of the TAIL algorithm that, 
in contrast to the usual arrival count 
methods, it can also be used in cases 
where the arrival rate is low , and is 
therefore particularly suited to periph
eral processors such as the GP in EWSD 
(Fig. 2). 
Moreover. TAIL is also of theoretical 
interest; because it enables fundamental 
c haracteristics of overload protection in 
SPC systems . to be made transparent and 
calculatable. 

2. THE STATOR CONCEPT 

2.1 Introductory Remarks 

To simplify the description, the op 
eration of STATOR will be explained for a 
mono-processor system; STATOR is however . 
with minor modification also suitable 
for multiprocessor systems. 

The regulation mechanism (RM) developed 
for STATOR is onl y active during an over 
load condition an d there are special 
criteria to determine the "start" and 
"end" of this condition these will be 
explained later. The description of the 
operation therefore always assumes the 
presence of a peripheral overload. 

The RM's function is to control periph 
eral restrictors which work on a "quota 
system" . The restrictors reduce external 
input to an acceptable quota (e.g. 75~) 

determined by the RM. The ep does not 
"th i n out" the traffic, i.e. all calls 
arr i ving at the CP are fully processed 

and there is therefore no blind load. 

The acceptance quotas (AQ) can be veri 
fied, for instance by means of selection 
algorithms (which will not be explained 
further here) or by excluding parts of 
the periphery from service There are tw~ 
possible types of AQ, each requiring 
different regulation strategies a) con
tinuous or b) graduated. STATOR operates 
with graduated quotas, e g. 100~, 75~, 
50~ 25% (In the real system there are 
mor~ than ~ levels) . These AQs, starting 
with zero (= 100%), are assigned to 
"restriction levels L", thus in our 
example L = 0,1,2,3. 

Graduated restriction gives rise to a 
fundamental task, namely also to generate 
intermediate AQs (e g. 62%) in order to 
always make full use of the CPU's capac
ity. STATOR solves this problem with the 
fast oscillating control loop (2.2) ~ 
which effects rapid switching between 
different restriction levels 

proportioned in such a way that the 
statistical · average of the levels passed 
through equals the AQ required for full 
usage of the CPU, and 

so rapidly that the fluctuations of 
the AQ only produce an insignificant 
fluctuation in the CPU load due to the 
dispersion effect (1.1). 

2.2 Control Loop 

The control loop is responsible for 
controlling the restriction levels of the 
peripheral devices. It makes use of a 
reference variable n* that is continually 
updated by the adjustment loop (2 · 3) and 
defines the acceptable number of calls 
per control interval (Cl). Cl is a time 
interval of a selected, suitable constant 
length, e . g. 1 sec. 

The basic principle of the regulation 
system is very simple ' each call accepted 
by the periphery is reported to the CP by 
means of a message ("initial task"). Let 
n be the number of initial tasks counted 
during one Cl while the overload process 
is active, and L the instantaneous re
striction level. At the end of each Cl, L 
is redetermined using the following rule: 

if n > n* then L = min(m,L+1) 
else L = max(0,L-1) 

(in the example m = 3) 

"n>n*" results in the restriction level L 
being incremented by 1, "n<=n*" leads to 
a corresponding decrement, thereby lower
ing and raising the AQ. Given that Cl is 
small enough and the response of the 
restrictors (in the GPs) is fast enough 
(2.1), this produces oscillations that on 
the one hand verify, in the statistical 
mean, the necessary intermediate values 
of AQ, but on the other hand have little 
influence on the CPU load, due to the 
dispersion effect (see 2.7 for example). 
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It should be noted, however, that the 
above indication algorithm should be 
regarded as only the simplest of several 
possible methods of restriction control. 
This "easy solution" leads to "distor
tion effect~" (bias) at the extremes of 
the AQ range, which can be avoided by 
using more sophisticated (ihtegrating) 
algorithms. However simulations have 
demonstrated that the distor~ion is suf
ficiently compensated for by the auto
matic action of the adjustment loop (2.3) 
and so a more sophisticated solution does 
not appear to be essential. 

2.3 Adjustment Loop 

The function of the adjustment loop 
is to supply the reference variable n* to 
the control loop. In contrast to the 
control loop, it is possible to use known 
methods here: 

The current total load y of the CP is 
determined per "adjustment interval" 
(AI). It is practical to select a value 
for AI such that it is an integer multi
ple of Cl large enough to be able to 
produce a sufficiently reliable measure · 
ment. For statistical and practical 
reasons. values of 1 sec for Cl and ~ sec 
for AI have been found suitable for 
arrival rates greater than 20 calls/sec. 

Assuming that the CP load y is to be 
regulated to a desired value (high load) 

C@ calls (initial and secondary .. tasks) 

GP rejection of calls according to L 

CP 

input 
list 
(IL) 

CPU 

messages to CP 
I (initial and 
I secondary tasks) 

cif 

L : restriction level 
n : actual nunber of initial tasks 

n·: reference variable of the indicator 

"sTART: start level of the indicator 

n·: adjustment step 

fast 
L -regulation 
(per sec) 

y : actual CP-occupancy 

;.; :~~/~:~ :; :: ~~-indicator 
F'START: start level of the IL-indicator 

YH' YL: high and low value of the 
adjustment interval 

Fig. 3 Operating principle of STATOR 

of e.g. YHL = 0.95 Erl. n* is redefined 
at the end of every AI in accordance with 
the value found for y: 

if Y)YH then n* = n* - ~n* 

else if Y<YL then n* = h* + 6n* 

Thus n* is not changed in the range 
YL<y<YH' Suitable values for Yb and YH 
are Values ' at a distance of + .01 ... 
0.02 Erl from YHL' ~n* is a constant 
"step", representing a compromise between 
two opposing objectives: on the one hand, 
An* should be large enough to allow the 
fastest possible correction of n*; on the 
other hand . it should not be so high that 
it causes the uncontrolled oscillations 
mentioned in 1.1. 

A suitable value has proved to be one 
where ni, expressed as a general formula, 
does not vary by more than approx , 
1~ ••• 1.5~ per second. If AI is ~ sec, 
then An* is · approx. ~S ... 61 of the num -
ber of calls per sec at high load nHL' 

2.~ Activation and Deactivation 

As already mentioned, STATOR is only 
active when overload actually exists. 
There are two reasons for this: 

When the load falls below YL at the 
end of an overload phase, the adjustment 
loop would adjust the reference variable 
n* to unrealistically high values if the 
protection system were permanently 
active. n* would then be unusable at the 
start of the next overload phase. 

Assuming that n* corresponds to the 
correct high load value nHL, randomly 
occurring peaks would cause an unaccept
ably frequent occurrence of the condition 
"n>n*", thus initiating restriction un
necessarily, i.e, too many calls would be 
rejected. 

For these reasons, activation and deac
tivation are controlled by special 
criteria: 

Activation: If n>nSTART' STATOR is acti
vated and n* is set to the initial value 
nI' which is, due to the time shift be
tween initial and secondary tasks, 10~ ••• 
201 higher than nHL (the exact value 
depends on the required quality of ser-
v~ce). The start indicator nSIART is set 
hlgh enough to ensure a very ow prob
ability that unpermitted action occurs, 
e . g. 0 . 051, assuming a Poisson distribu
tion of n. 

Deactivation: STATOR is switched off when 
restriction level L has continually 
equalled zero for a given guard period 
(approx. 6 sec). After deactivation, n* 
is re-initialized to the initial value 
nr 
In addition, when STATOR is not active, 
the initialization parameters nSTART and 
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nI are adapted to changing traffic and 
call mixes by means of load measurement 
and arrival rate counting, but at less 
frequent intervals, e.g. approx. 1 min 
("idle adju~tment loop"). 

2.5 Transmission of Restriction Levels 

To avoid placing an additional bur
den on the message paths during overload 
conditions, the restriction levels L are 
embedded in the messages that are to be 
sent to the periphery in any case 
("piggy-back" method). Since the periph
eral controls (GPs) that place the great
est proportion of load on the CP are also 

those that receive the most messages, 
this means that the "load focal points" 
are informed first. This "partial" in
forming also has the- effect of spreading 
the restriction levels over the periphery 
in a more or less random fashion, which 
in tUrn creates additional smoothing of 
the control loop oscillation (by means of 
spatial dispersion), and the mean AQ 
moves towards the desired value. 
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riphery. For this reason, the current 
value of L is sent in a broadcast message 
when (and only when) STATOR is activated. 
The variation with time of the mean AQ 
across the entire periphery Q(t), assum
ing that the message flow behaves as in
dependent Poisson streams, is defined by 

dQ(t)/dt = ~·(Qo(t)-Q(t)) 
where Qo(t) is the AQ ordered by the 
regulatIon mechanism at time t (by speci
fying L) and ~ is the message rate per GP 
(messages per time unit that transfer the 
current L to a considered GP). 

2.6 Internal, Very Slowly Rising 
Overload or Very Light Overload 

Internal overload (by O&M or safe
guarding), very slowly rising ("creep
ing") overload and very light overload 
are not detected by the arrival rate 
indicator nSTART, or are not detected 
soon enoug~. 

~or this reason, a supplementary occupa
tion level monitor for the CP input list 
(IL) has been implemented (Fig. 3): here 
too a start value (FSTART) and a supervi
sion value (F*). FSTART and F* are fixed 
values FSTART being approx. 2/3 of F*. 
This is cnosen so that, in the event of 
creeping or very light overload, protec
tion is activated via FSTARTbut regula
tion is then linked to tne arrival rate 
indicator nl. Only if n* regulation has 
no effect (e.g. in the case of internal 
overload) and the IL continues to fill 
up, are the restriction levels controlled 
via F* in the same manner as via n*: 

if (n>n* or F>F*) then L = min (m, L + 1) 
else L = max (0, L - 1) 

2.7 Simulations 

The limited space only allows us to 
show two examples out of the 'large number 
of simulations. They are bssed on a 
coordination processor CP that can handle 
about 240 000 BHCA (nHL ~ 67 call/sec 
= 100~) at high load (YHL = 0.95 Erl). 

Both examples deal with a sudden call 
offering of 210J (= 110J overload) 

in one case offered to a completely 
idle system (Fig. 4a) 

and in the other case offered to a 
system that already has a stationary 
load of 0.90 Erl (Fig. 4b) l 

The figures show the preceding and the 
overload phase l the latter divided into 
transient and steady-state phases. 

The diagram (1) illustrates the CP load: 
the cumulated values are represented by 
crosses, the 4s-measurement values by 
horizontal lines. The load, controlled by 
the adjustment loop, balances out to the 
desired load of 0.95 Erl. Fluctuations in 

the 4s measured values mainly reflect the 
random character of the call arrival 
rate. STATOR only has a minor influence 
on such fluctuations, as has been con
firmed by control simulations at high 
load without STATOR. 

In all simulations, the overload led nei
ther to an unacceptablY high start peak 
(too high occupancy level of CP input 
list) or to a "load gap" (due to exces 
sive restriction). It was proven that, 
even at very high surplus input e.g. 110~ 
(input level 210~) with the CP load regu
lated to 0.95 Erl, the CCITT requirements 
for response times for reference load B 
(Rec. Q.504/514) were complied with for 
the accepted calls. 

Diagram (2) shows the variation of re
striction level L. Since 52~ of the calls 
must be rejected at 210% offered calls, 
regulation operates almost entirely at 
levels L = 1 ... 3. 

The last two diagrams (3) and (4) show 
the number n of calls accepted by the 
system (CP) per second and the reference 
variable n* respectively, in both cases 
standardized to high load nHL. 

3. THE TAIL ALGORITHM 

3.1 Basic Philosophy 

A switching processor accepts a call 
"on credit", in other words on the as
sumption that sufficient capacity will be 
available when the main part (tail) of 
the processing work load arises some time 
later. The basic philosophy of TAIL 1s to 
create a "credit account" (W) in which to 
enter all "undone work", thus providing a 
reliable basis for making an immediate 
decision to accept or reject an arriving 
call. The following basic algorithm, 
which can be modified in a variety of 
ways or extended, is suitable for 
managing and analyzing the account: 

a) on the arrival of each call: 

if W >.0.: reject 

- else (W <.n): accept and increment 
W by D 

b) permanently: 

- while W > 0: decrement W at a 
constant rate Y( 

D may be set equal to the probable total 
CPU time (T) required to completely pro
cess the call, ~ equal to the processing 
capacity (Ylim) available for call pro
ceSSing tasKs in Erl and n a suitable 
threshold. 

In r.eal applications, D can be for exam
ple a value determined by known program 
runtimes. A more sophisticated approach 
would be to have D continuously updated 
by automatic adjustment action. 
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"Account withdrawals" are assumed to be 
continual and can be approximately veri
fied by means of timed routines. Another 
possibility is to calculate the value 
using the time elapsed since the previous 
call arrival. 

It is immediately obvious that the effect 
does not change if the set of parameters 
(D,Q,n) is multiplied by a positive con
stant. Later on we will make use of this 
possibility to set ~=1. 

3.2 Fundamental Aspects 

The basic algorithm given in 3.1 
can be enhanced wi th a v ar iety of add i-· 
tional facilities, for example: 

giving priority to urgent call types 
- by assigning different values of 

a waiting facility for calls that can
not immediately be accepted - by com
bining with a limited queue. 

The considerations in the following, how
ever, refer to the basic version only. 

As shown in 3.3, the TAIL algorithm guar
antees that the load limit ~ cannot be 
exceeded under statistical equilibrium. 
The threshold value n is of no signifi
cance here. Its importance is that it 
determines the "selectivity" of the over
load protection (OLP). This means the 
ability to distinguish between "overload" 
and "non-overload", and thus avoid unde
sirable rejections in the case of "non
overload" (see 3.Q). Unnecessary protec
tion action . results from fundamental laws 
applying to every OLP, but this action 
tends to remain hidden in more complex 
regulation mechanisms, whereas it is 
r~v ealed transparently in the case of 
TAIL. This could be one of the reasons 
why degradation of service due to un
necessary action by the OLP has hitherto 
not received enough attention in stUdies 
on grade of service. 

3.3 Limiting Guarantee 

Fig. 5 shows a section of the time 
sequence of the credit account (credit 
process) showing how it may vary accord
ing to the call arrival process. General
izing, the values recorded for Dare 
assumed to be random variables, dependent 
neither on each other nor on the "bal
ance" Wet). The same applies to the 
interarrival times Z (which have a nega
tive e~ponential distribution in the case 
of Poisson arrival). 

The limiting guarantee can be explained 
as follows with the aid of Fig. 5: 
Let z* be the interarrival time and R* 
the reduction in Wet) caused by "with
drawals" between two successive arrivals. 
Then it is obvious that R* < Z*. This 
reduction is counteracted by an increase 
D. Since the account is limited, reduc
tions and increases must be in balance 

over the long-term average. Thus for the 
average values (marked with a super
imposed line) 0 = R* < Z*. Consequently 
for the acceptance rate (~*) and the load 
(y) resulting from accepted calls, 

"* = 1 /Z* < '(/is 

y = T/Z* = O/Z* < ~ = Ylim 

(1) 

(2) 

t 

F'ig. 5 eredi t process: T accepted, \l 
rejected call; Z interarrival time; D 
increment; R decrement from call to call 

3.Q Stationary Behavior 

The behavior of TAIL in connection 
with a stationary arrival process can be 
calculated using formulae that are rela
tively easy to handle (3.6) - a program
mable pocket calculator suffices. Fig~ 6 
shows in schematic form the variation of 
the acceptance rate A* with respect to 
the given arrival rate (A) and how it is 
affected by parameters I5 and rr (when Y(=11 
The acceptance limit (~ . ) is not 
defined by a threshold tfi~ - which may 
surprise the newcomer - but by the mean 
increment 15. 

In practice, the significance of the 
stationary analysis is that it provides 
information on the frequency of unneces
sary rejections when there is no overload 
("selectivity"). In this context, Fig. 6 
demonstrates that there is always a cer-
tain region around ~li in which the OLP 
- inevitably - causes more rejections 
than would be expected under ideal cir 
cumstances. The deviation from ideal 
behavior can be influenced by means of 
the threshold SL An example to illus
trate this: if D is constant and the 
arrival rate A=O. 8Alim andD/D = 5 or 10, 
then the loss due to unnecessary rejec
tions is 2.2% or 0.3Q%. 

'A* i5 / ideal 
"lim ------1---~/,.....~--

I 

Alim=l/D 

O~ ______ ~ ______ -.A 
o ~lim 

Fig. 6 Steady-state acceptance 
characteristic for ~=1 

3.5 Start Peaks 

The obvious solution would appear to 
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be simply to set n as high as possfble. 
But this leads to another undesirable ef
fect - the greater.n is, the longe,r it 
takes for the credit limit to be reached 
in the event of overload and for the in
put limit to start to operate. Until this 
time, the excess calls offered are not 
prevented from entering the system being 
protected. As a result, the secondary 
tasks cause a correspondingly delayed 
"start peak" which increases in propor
tion to .0.. 

This correlation clearly implies that the 
OLP requires a certain "orientation" 
phase in order to be sufficiently sure 
that its action is genuinely called for. 
The less time it is allowed, the more 
frequent the occurrence of unnecessary 
action. Fig. 7 shows an example of how 
the start peak is created. 

no 1 ~~l cluster model 
~ / ~ f1ffl///lII///14 o 3 sec 13 

21 ~ 
\1 A* /Alim Y/Ylim 

o ~ 
o 10 sec 20 

Fig. 7 Start peak, illustrated by the 
way of a fluid model with uniformly 
dispersed work load clusters (initial 
tasks ignored). The max. possible 
height of the peak is independent of the 
amount of overload and depends only on Q 

3.6 Excerpt of the Stochastic Analysis 

Given that the paramters of TAIL 
have been chosen such that ~=1, we ob
serve Wet) at each arrival epoch before 
incrementation takes place. The values of 
Wet) then form an embedded Markov chain 
Wv (V =1,2, • •• ). Assuming Poisson arri
vals, appropriate convolutions lead to 
the equilibrium equation 

min(w,n) . 
F'(w) = ~JdF(x)G(w-x) (w>O) (3) 

x=o 
where F(w) and G(t) are the distribution 
fUnctions of W~ and D. For the limit 
.0.-7(0 , F(w) is identical to a solution 
applying to an "analogous M/G/l" (ha~lng 
D ~s as holding time). The probability of 
reJection follows from this as 

B = p(wy>n) = Fo(D) l-!F~OJ) (4) 

where A=~D a~d f o =1-Fo ' F being a solu
tion applying to the anal8gous M/G/l. 
Let g(s) represent the Laplace Stieltjes 
transform of G(t/O). F (w) can then be 
represented by 0 

Fo(x/D) = '(x) e«x (x~) (5) 

where cl is defined by 

(l-g(O() )/ol = l/A (6) 

and ~(x) is a function within boundaries 

~(O)=A and !(OO)=(A-l)/(Ag'(04+1) 
(5) may be found e.g. by means of a 

residuum analysis of Pollaczek's equa
tion; 0£. is negative for A<1. Analytical 
continuation applies for A~1. 

~OO) is monotonous in A and equal to 1 
for A=1. If we simply set A for ~(x) 

B ; edLJ(1_A)/(1_A2e~(;) , (V=n!D (7) 

is obtained, which is exact for exponen
tial D, or otherwise a pretty accurate 
approximation within the range of practi
cal interest. In the (worst) case of D 
being constant, ~(ro)/A=1.32 for A=0.5, 
for example. 
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